
URGENT NOTICE TO BE SHARED WITH ALL EXAMINEES APPEARING FOR OBE MARCH  2021  IMMEDIATELY

Dear Students,
Following are the important points pertaining to the OBE MARCH 2021:

1. The duration of examination is 4 hrs (3+1) INCLUDING the downloading and uploading time of the  question paper 
and answer-sheet, respectively. For Divyaang students, it is 6 hours (4+2).  YOU MUST BE EXTRA CAREFUL in 
ensuring that your answer sheets should be uploaded on the OBE  portal within the stipulated time i.e. 4 hours after 
the commencement of the examination and 6 hours in case of DIVYAANG. The maximum file size of each pdf 
should not exceed 7 MB.

2. In case you are unable to download the question paper from the portal, you can send a request for the same
to the college on the following ids.
For B.Sc Honours- obebsch@ststephens.edu
For B.A.Programme - obebap@ststephens.edu
For B.A. Honours - obebah@ststephens.edu
For B.Sc. Programme- obebscp@ststephens.edu

3. In case a student (Non –Divyaang) is unable to upload answer scripts on the OBE portal due to poor connectivity 
or any unforeseen technical glitches, he/she will have to follow the following steps: 

Step 1: The student has to keep 4-5 screenshots of the documentary proof of delayed/no submission along with 
time and date stamp taken within 4 hours of duration of examination. The screenshots need to be taken at 
a time gap of 5-10 minutes.

Step 2: The student will again try to upload the answer script on the OBE portal during the additional 60 minutes 
provided by the University after 4 hours. The maximum time limit for delayed submission is 60 minutes. Students
have to upload the documentary evidence in case of delayed submission. This evidence can be uploaded against the 
question number which is not answered by him/her (Example: If a student is not attempting, say, question 
no. 2, then documentary evidence can be uploaded against question no. 2). It is to be noted that time of 
submission of  answer script is recorded by the system.

Step 3: In case a student is not able to submit the answer script on the portal in the additional 60 minutes 
time given by the university that is within 5 hours, then the student has to prepare a single pdf file of the entire 
answer script, save the file with University Roll No and submit the answer script pdf file by email to the Nodal 
officer of the College (email address mentioned in point 2). Note that students must attach the relevant 
evidence for example portal submission failed snapshots (4-5 attempts) with time stamp taken at different 
timings with a gap of 5-10 minutes during the fourth and fifth hour. Email should be sent only after 3+1+1 hr 
gets over. No email response will be considered before 5 hours and after 5 hour 10 minutes.

Please Note:
Submission by both email and portal will not be accepted. Results of Email submitted scripts may get delayed
due to verification process as it has happened during previous OBE Examinations.

4. In case a Divyaang student is unable to upload answer scripts on the OBE portal due to poor  connectivity or any 
unforeseen technical glitches, he/she should mail the answer script to email ID obescript-pwbd@exam1.du.ac.in 
provided to them mentioning the paper code and roll no in subject line and shouldn't submit the script to the nodal 
officers.

CONTACT NUMBER ONLY FOR EMERGENCIES: In case you face any difficulty that needs EMERGENCY  handling please 
contact us on the following number: Landline: 011 27666204
We wish you all the best for your Exams.
Stay blessed.
With all good wishes and prayers from the SSC Examination Team.
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